Jet boat fuse box location

Installing a fuse box on your boat will help you manage your electrical system, protect your
wiring and increase the safety of your vessel. You should install your fuse box in a manner that
meets marine standards. While the job is straightforward, pay attention to the information in the
Tips section. Locate the fuse box so that it is protected from the elements and within easy reach
of the operator. Run a red cable from the battery switch to the fuse box and cut to size. Install
wire terminals on each end. Attach one end to the output terminal of the battery switch and the
other end to the largest terminal on the fuse box's positive busbar. Run a black cable from the
battery to the fuse box and cut to size. Attach one end to the negative terminal on the battery
and the other to the largest terminal on the fuse box's negative busbar. Each electrical circuit
on your boat should begin and end at the fuse box. For each circuit, install ring terminals on the
ends of the wires. Attach the positive wire at the terminal near the appropriate fuse; attach the
negative wire to the negative busbar. Mick Wolff cruises the South Pacific with his family on a
sailboat and has been writing about sailing since Items you will need Quality fuse box with
positive and negative busbar Wire: red and black primary cables; smaller wire for the individual
circuits Wire terminals Basic tools: screw drivers, wrenches, wire stripper Special tools:
ratcheting-type hand crimper; hammer crimper or nicopress swage-it. Step 1 Locate the fuse
box so that it is protected from the elements and within easy reach of the operator. Use a high
quality fuse box with positive and negative busbars. Unlike in a car, where circuits can be
grounded at virtually any point, circuits on a boat should start and end at the fuse box to
prevent stray electrical currents. Use stranded copper wire tinned copper is best with an
insulation that can withstand the marine environment. Properly support the wire and protect it
from chafe. Use the ABYC wire sizing charts to determine the size of your wire; this is especially
important for the cables than run between the battery switch and the fuse box. Wire terminals
should be crimped; they may be soldered AND crimped. For best results, use a ratcheting-type
hand crimper; terminals on thick cables can be crimped using a hammer crimp tool or a
nicopress swage-it tool. Fuses are meant to protect the boat's wiring. However, by creating
separate circuits for each device, you can use fuses of a lower rating that will protect your
devices as well. For increased safety, organize your circuits to create a degree of redundancy in
your electrical system just in case one circuit fails. For example, divide your cabin lights
between two different circuits; if you have two radios, power them on different circuits. Critical
safety equipment such as bilge pumps should not be wired to a fuse box that can be turned off
at the battery switch. They can be wired directly to the batteries on separate circuits that are
protected by inline fuses. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New posts New media
New resources Latest activity. Media New media New comments Search media. Resources
Latest reviews Search resources. Members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only.
Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out
of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use
an alternative browser. Fuse Box Location. Thread starter pammon Start date May 8, Status Not
open for further replies. Joined May 8, Messages 1. I have a 25' Suntracker party barge,
Regency and need to locate the fuse box. I spoke with a Suntracker mechanic, dealer, and he
said it is not listed in my book. He sketched out three locations under the steering console but
we cannot find anything there. A non dealer shop mechanic said that it only had a resetable
inline link at the battery positive cable. We had damaged the canopy and had to pull it off and
also stepped on the front starboard running light. With these items repaired, the fuel gauge,
lights, horn, depth finder, ect do not work, only the tach, trim, water flow and charging gauge
work. Where do I go from here? Is there a fuse box and if so where is it? Silvertip Supreme
Mariner. Joined Sep 22, Messages 28, Re: Fuse Box Location Gauges are not fused as they are
powered from the accessory terminal on the ignition switch. That means you are wasting your
time looking for a fuse box. The Horn, lights, and depth finder should be on separate fused
circuits and those items may be protected by separate in-line fuses. However, a boat should
have a fuse panel. You do know what a fuse panel looks like I suspect. It will hold either the
small glass tube style fuses or the more current blade style fuses. It you look under the console
and don't see either type should be very obvious then you likely do not have a fuse panel so
you need to look for individual fuses. I suspect however, that since multiple items are not
functioning then the feed for those items does not have power on it. That means the problem is
before the switch that controls those items excluding the non-functioning gauges. You need a
test light or a multi-tester voltmeter to check these. There is a couple of generic diagrams in the
stickies at the very top of this forum. Where is the fuse box on a ls Posted: Thu Aug 24, pm.
Post subject: Re: Where is the fuse box on a ls There isn't a fuse box. You unscrew the cover on
the ECU box and there is a fuse in there. There is also a fuse off the battery cable and
depending on what you have connected, there could be many other in-line fuses. What problem

are you having? What's not working? Posted: Mon Aug 28, pm. All of the gauges aren't working.
Speedometer, both tachometers and fuel gauge. Any help would be appreciated! Not
uncommon. The speedometer isn't electric, but it might have a light. Thank you, checked all of
the connections they are good. Where can I get new tacs? Many people have switched to
Teleflex gauges. Faria Instruments made the originals and used to repair the old ones. Not sure
if they'll fix yours or not. Their prices used to be pretty reasonable, so you might contact them.
Posted: Tue Aug 29, am. Page 1 of 1. Previous topic Next topic. Post subject: Where is the fuse
box on a ls Posted: Thu Aug 24, pm. Fuse box location ls Thank you Steve! Users browsing this
forum: No registered users and 0 guests. You cannot post new topics in this forum You cannot
reply to topics in this forum You cannot edit your posts in this forum You cannot delete your
posts in this forum You cannot post attachments in this forum. Forums New posts Search
forums Your purchases. Media New media New comments Search media. Members Registered
members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New
posts. Search forums. Your purchases. Log in. Welcome to Jetboaters. We are delighted you
have found your way to the best Jet Boaters Forum on the internet! Please consider Signing Up
so that you can enjoy all the features and offers on the forum. We have members with boats
from all the major manufacturers including Yamaha, Seadoo, Scarab and Chaparral. We don't
email you SPAM, and the site is totally non-commercial. So what's to lose? Membership allows
you to ask questions no matter how mundane , meet up with other jet boaters, see full images
not just thumbnails , browse the member map and qualifies you for members only discounts
offered by vendors who run specials for our members only! It also gets rid of this banner!
JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. Fuse box location? MattFX4 Jetboaters Captain. Anyone know where it is??
MattFX4 said:. FLBulldogger Jetboaters Lieutenant. Looks like it is on the back firewall just
above the engines here is a shot from the owners manual I found. Screenshot at 3. This is the
main fuse box: But there is another small fuse box by the batteries. I can never find a schematic
for it, but it is there. Thanks guys. Trying to track down issue. Figured I would start with fuses.
Is this really the best diagram available? Sure would be nice to know what fuse does what.
Sorry; that is proprietary information. We are not allowed to tell you until the 15th. View
attachment You must log in or register to reply here. This fuse holder is used to provide
over-current protection to help safeguard wiring in electrical circuits Sea Dog Watertight Inline
Fuse Holder Watertight holders feature a snap tight connection for use in wet or semi-wet
locations. Includes a cover and four write-on circuit labels. The insulating cover meets This fuse
block can be used with hour circuits and has a positive distribution bus with stud. Includes a
cover, Each screw pair is one isolated circuit Jumpers allow creation of common This fuse
block can be used withj hour circuits and has a positive distribution bus with stud. With this kit,
you can provide power to new accessories in your boat. Mounts on the Combination multiple
gang fuse blocks with brass fuse clips and screws. Fuses not included. Includes a cover and
eight write-on circuit labels. The insulating cover Features: Accepts wire Features: Firewall
mounting hole permits two or more holders to be Two things laypersons need to know about
marine fuse blocks: they must be watertight, and built to last. That means these important
components must be crafted from quality materials under optimal conditions. Marine
technicians know that the best source for quality boat fuse blocks is Wholesale Marine. Aboard
your boat, its electrical components are in constant use. Every circuit is labeled for easy
reference, and the housing is made from watertight, strong, polystyrene with a latch for quick
access. When your boat fuse blocks need repair, remind your technician that Sea Dog makes
durable replacement fuse block components including fuse holders, buss plates, and terminal
posts. If you have questions about boat fuse blocks or any marine product, our customer
service representatives are ready to assist. We offer same-day flat rate shipping on most items.
Oops, something went wrong. Please try again. Quick view Add to Cart. Water Resistant Fuse
Holder. List Price:. Waterproof In-Line Fuse Holder. Blue Sea 6 Circuit Terminal Block. Quick
view. Sea Dog Terminal Post. Marine Fuse Blocks Two things laypersons need to know about
marine fuse blocks: they must be watertight, and built to last. Email Address:. Register Forgot
your password? Quick Links. Table of Contents. Also record and keep these I. Page 9 Do not sit
on swim platform or padded engine hatch when the engines are running. You could fall
overboard. You must comply make your boating experience safer with these regulations, which
apply to and more enjoyable: boats like your Jet Boat which are less Mooring fenders and lines
than 26 feet long. The operator should always attach the engine stop switch lanyard cable to his
PFD so that the engines will stop if the operator accidentally leaves the helm. The jet pumps are
directly for boat's ski ropes or fishing lines. This Obey the "Rules of the Road" see Do not go
over a water-ski jump, or attempt any other kind of jumping maneuver with the boat, since you
risk injuring yourself or damaging your Jet Boat. Take note of marine weath- When using your

Jet Boat before er forecasts and the prevailing dawn and after dusk, you must have weather
conditions before setting both bow and stern lights operating. A wetsuit can also help protect
against hypothermia low You can use the Jet Boat to tow a body temperature and abrasions. A
second person should be on Do not attach the tow rope to any other board as an observer to
watch the location on the boat. Operation of the Jet vessel. The vessel which does not have
Boat must be in accordance with the the right-of-way is called the "give-way If the oper- ator of
a power-driven vessel is prepar- ing to go around a bend that may obstruct the view of other
water ves- sels, the operator should sound a pro- longed blast on the horn 4 to 6 sec Simply
put, buoys Additional publications and information and markers have an arrangement of can be
obtained from many organiza- shapes, colors, numbers and lights to STEERING Pulling the
throttle levers back to idle when traveling faster than idle speeds or shutting off engines can
cause you to hit an obstacle you are attempting to avoid, even if you are The Always attach the
engine stop engine cannot be started but other switch lanyard to your personal switches will
operate. The key can be flotation device PFD before removed. In normal operation the throttle
from cranking if the shift lever is not in levers are moved together. Moving the Neutral. Some jet
thrust is to the rear and some jet thrust is redirected forward. Tachometers Always consider the
distance you are The Jet Boat has two tachometers travelling and the amount of available which
display engine rpm. The one fuel you have. Be sure you have on the left is for the port engine.
The enough fuel to reach the next fuel stop. If either engine starts to over- cedures on page for
further infor- heat, the engine speed of the affected mation. If it pops out again, ask your
Yamaha dealer to inspect the electrical system. Two water resistant speakers, the remote stereo
control keypad at the helm, the stereo com- ponent container, and all wiring are already
installed. Page Fuel Requirements Gasohol containing methanol is not fueling dock. All
passengers recommended by Yamaha because it must be out of the boat during can cause fuel
system damage or refueling. Very slowly add engine oil to the oil tank. Stop pouring when the
oil just reaches the bottom of the filler neck. Otherwise an Before Operating this Jet Boat,
perform accident could occur. This procedure can be accomplished thor- oughly in a short time.
The added safe- ty and reliability the checks assure is worth the time involved. If you do not
Shift only with the engine idling. Do have one, contact your local Yamaha Jet Boat dealer or a
fire extinguisher not shift when applying throttle. Wait for the fuel gauge needle to stop moving,
then note the fuel level. Add fuel if necessary. Open engine hood and check to be sure no
gasoline vapors are present. Refer to page for cor- rect operation of the device. Before
operating your Jet Boat, become familiar with all controls. Consult your Yamaha dealer about
any control or function you do not fully understand. Attach the engine stop switch lanyard to
your personal flotation device before operating. On this boat, the engines are con- nected
directly to the drive unit. Starting either engine generates some thrust immediately. Only
enough throttle should be applied to keep the engine at a fast enough idle to stay running. This
ensures proper perfor- mance and promotes longer engine life. Remember: Your Jet Boat is
designed for one operator and up to four passen- gers only. One of the boat swings to the left.
This char- person should board at a time by acteristic is particularly important to stepping into
the boat. Use reverse as necessary during slow speed maneuvering to help control speed and
direction. Position ft m the boat according to wind and water conditions. You could be injured if
the boat pushes against If the anchor is stuck on the bottom, Anchoring from the stern will
make try this: Let out a few feet of anchor the boat unsteady. Page 64 5 Spray a rust inhibitor,
such as Yamaha Silicone Protectant and Lubricant, on metallic parts to mini- mize corrosion.
NOTE: This boat is equipped with an Hitches are divided into class- es that specify the gross
trailer weight Avoid accident and injury from GTW and the maximum tongue improper trailering:
weight. On lug nuts before each trip. Remove the bow line from the bow eye. Back the trailer
farther into the water until just the tops of the fenders show, then reset the parking brake. Board
the boat and start it. If possi- ble, remain on the trailer until the engines are warm and are
respond- ing to throttle. Ease the boat forward until Do not attach lifting cables to the the bow
rests against the bow stop. However, the following procedures can be performed by the owner
with a minimum of tools. Page Lubrication With the the garden hose adapter. Replace the cap
securely. Fogging Oil or an equivalent, as possi- 7. Repeat the flushing procedure for ble
alternately into each carburetor the other engine. Page Battery 4. Spray the exterior of the
engines with Yamaha Silicone Protectant and Lubricant. Wax the hull with a non-abrasive wax
such as Yamaha Ultra Gloss Cleaner Wax or other wax designed for marine gelcoat. Page
Adjustment And Maintenance If the owner is not familiar with machine servicing, this work
should be done by a Yamaha dealer or other qualified mechan- ic. Improperly serviced components could fail or stop operating correctly, which could result in an accident. Page Periodic
Inspection Chart Frequency of maintenance operations may be adjusted according to the
operating conditions, but the following table gives general guidelines. Indicates the checkups

which you may do yourself. Indicates work to be done by your Yamaha dealer. Maintenance
interval Initial Thereafter Page Spark Plug Cleaning And Adjustment Do not attempt to diagnose
any prob- the spark plug cap down until it clicks. Throttle cable and choke cable Grease the
throttle-cable and choke- cable inner wires at the carburetors. Fill the bearing housing with
water resistant grease through the grease nipple. Fill the starter motor idle gear through the
grease nipple. Grease capacity: 8. The Always properly dispose of gasoline second access
panel is located under petrol soaked rags. Page Fuel Filter hours of any water or dirt is found in
the oil tank, operation, or if water is found in the fil- take the Jet Boat to your Yamaha deal- ter.
Take the Jet Boat to your Yamaha er for service. Start the adjustment. Most adjusting should be
engine and warm it up for one or two left to a Yamaha Jet Boat dealer who minutes. Page
Steering Cable Inspection Both throttle levers should move ment. The nozzles should both point
smoothly from idle to full throttle and straight back when the steering back. If not, ask your
Yamaha Jet Boat wheel is centered. If steering is stiff or misadjusted, ask your Yamaha dealer
to service it. Pull the choke knob out until it stops. Release the knob. The knob should not
move. If it moves back on its own, tight- en the friction adjustment slightly. It contains sulfuric
acid. Avoid Substitution of a fuse of improper contact with skin, eyes or clothing. When using a
battery charger, connect the battery to the charg- er before you turn on the charger. Page
Troubleshooting Yamaha Jet Boat dealer or qualified mechanic for the proper service. Page 95 If
you hatch be accidentally opened cannot remove the debris, consult during operation. The
engines your Yamaha Jet Boat Dealer. To reinstall the access port cap, first is closed and
latched. Page Charges for transporting the Jet Boat to and from an authorized Yamaha Jet Boat
dealer are excluded from warranty c
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overage. Page 2. Explain the operation, maintenance, and warranty requirements to your
satisfaction at the time of sale, and upon your request at any later date. In addition, each
Yamaha Jet Boat dealer is held responsible for his setup, service and warranty repair work.
Page Yamaha owners like you, and only components to match the comforting 5- while your
Yamaha is still within the first year year standard protection on the hull. So visit your authorized
Yamaha dealer to get all Y. Deck The "floor" or upper structure which covers the hull. Give-Way
The vessel which must yield the right-of-way when two boats meet. Gunwale The meeting
junction of the deck and hull; the upper edge around the boat. Page Float Plan Leave a float
plan with a responsible person on shore before boating. The exam- ple below can be copied and
used. Page Printed in U. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't
have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

